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Chapter 1: Introduction 

   Interest in space robots has increased in recent years, with many space robot systems being planned and 

in operation for a variety of missions: space debris removal, manned space activity support, planetary 

exploration, etc. These robotic systems are usually equipped with flexible appendages, such as solar panels 

and antennae, or are mounted on flexible bases, such as the long lightweight arms on the International 

Space Station (ISS). These flexible components are dynamically coupled with the rigid parts of the robots, 

and the resulting vibrations can lead to a decrease in performance. Appropriate motion control strategies 

considering flexibility are required for secure operation of these space robots. In addition, a robust technique 

for grasping of various free-flying objects in microgravity is required for such robots. 

   This thesis describes the dynamics, control strategies, and grasping techniques for space robots with 

flexible components and robotic arms. Both free-flying robots and tether-based mobile robots are addressed. 

In addition, a robust robotic hand for grasping free-flying objects is discussed. 

   Free-flying robots are used for on-orbit serving, such as space debris removal. These robots are equipped 

with flexible appendages and rigid manipulators that are used for approaching and grasping space debris. 

The manipulator motion and contact with targets to be grasped can induce vibrations in the flexible 

appendages. By contrast, the tether-based mobile robot is used on large space structures for various services 

such as a construction, operation, and maintenance of space facilities including the ISS. These robots are 

constrained geometrically by several tethers whose anchors are attached to points on the space structures, 

and can move within the area bounded by the tether  anchors by changing the tethers lengths. This 

bounded area can also be changed in systems where the tether-based mobile robots have extendable and 

retractable arms for repositioning the anchors. The tethers and the extendable arms have high flexibility, 
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which can induce vibrations in the robots. The vibrations of such space robots due to the component  

flexibilities decrease the operation accuracy, increase the risk of mission failure, and wear out the flexible 

components. In this study, dynamic models and control methods for both the free-flying robots with flexible 

appendages and the tether-based mobile robots are discussed on the basis of a comprehensive model. 

   In addition to the dynamics and control methods of the space robots with flexible components, a robotic 

hand for grasping free-flying objects is presented. These robots are required to be able to perform grasping 

maneuvers with space debris and astronaut tools. Specifically, high robustness with respect to position 

errors and target shapes is required for practical application in space. Moreover, a technique to avoid target 

pushing (pushing/knocking targets away to unrecoverable trajectories) is required for such systems. In this 

study, a robotic hand satisfying the above requirements is proposed and verified with several analyses and 

experiments. 

 

Chapter 2: Dynamics of Space Robots 

   This chapter introduces the dynamics and fundamental theories of space robots for developing control 

methods. First, the dynamic model and the equation of motion of rigid space robots based on multibody 

dynamics are reviewed. In addition, a comprehensive dynamic model of space robots with flexible 

components is proposed using a virtual joint model, which approximates flexible structures as virtual rigid 

links and passive joints. The equation of motion of the comprehensive model is also derived. 

 

Chapter 3: Dynamics and Control of Free-Flying Robots with Flexible Appendages 

   This chapter presents the dynamics and control methods of free-flying robots with flexible appendages. 

Previous research on modeling and control methods for free-flying robots with rigid manipulators and 

flexible appendages is limited. In this study, a simplified dynamic model based on the comprehensive model 

to concisely express the flexibility of the appendage is proposed. This model is expressed as a simple 

articulated body system, and therefore makes it possible to calculate the control input using the limited 

resources of space robots. On the basis of the proposed model, three control methods are formulated: 

end-point control, vibration suppression control of the flexible appendage, and simultaneous control, where 

both methods are integrated. A state estimator for the flexible appendage, which provides necessary 

feedback for the relevant control methods, is developed using a force/torque sensor attached between the 

base and the flexible appendage. The proposed control methods were verified experimentally using an 

air-floating system, which can emulate planar microgravity with frictionless motion. The experimental 
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results prove that proposed methods based on the simple model can increase the accuracy of end-point 

control and suppress the vibrations of flexible appendages. 

 

Chapter 4: Dynamics and Control of Tether-Based Mobile Robots 

   This chapter discusses the dynamics and control methods for tether-based mobile robots with extendable 

arms. Previous studies have not addressed the details of three-dimensional dynamics of such robots in space, 

which is difficult to evaluate on Earth, but essential for future missions. In this study, therefore, both ground 

experiments and flight experiments on the ISS were conducted to analyze the three-dimensional dynamics 

of the extendable arm and the tethered robot. From the analyzed results of the experiments, dynamic 

models of the extendable arm and the tethered robot are proposed on the basis of the comprehensive model 

derived in Chapter 2. Parameter values used in the proposed models are identified from the experimental 

results. In addition, the proposed models were verified by comparing the experimental results and the 

simulation results obtained using the proposed models. Furthermore, the vibration suppression control of 

the extendable arm using a manipulator on the arms tip is proposed. The proposed control method was 

validated with numerical simulations and experiments using the air-floating system. The above research 

results provide the details of the three-dimensional dynamics and control methods for improving the 

tether-based mobile robots performance. 

 

Chapter 5: Caging Grasp for Free-Flying Objects 

   This chapter describes the development of a robotic hand for grasping free-flying objects in microgravity. 

In this study, a robotic hand was designed and developed on the basis of two concepts: underactuation and 

caging. The underactuated hand employs a simple mechanism and has the capability to adapt the finger 

configuration automatically to the target shape using elastic elements. Caging is a technique to create a 

geometrical enclosure around the target without contact. This technique enables the robot to avoid target 

pushing and to control without accurate positioning. Integrating these techniques makes it possible to grasp 

free-flying objects reliably in space. 

   The proposed robotic hand is evaluated by a quasi-static analysis and a geometric analysis based on a 

condition called object closure. To demonstrate the theoretical discussions, a prototype of the robotic hand 

was developed and its performance was tested. In the performance tests, caging grasp motion and 

self-adaptation to target shapes were evaluated. Moreover, experiments of grasping a free-flying object 

with/without caging were conducted using the air-floating system. The experimental results prove the 
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robustness of the caging grasp. Finally, as an application of the proposed robotic hand, a concept to relax the 

end-point attitude control for additional tasks is proposed and validated through several simulation case 

studies. The study achieved the development of a robust robotic hand that performs caging grasp and 

self-adaptation to target shapes. 

 

Chapter 6: Conclusions 

   This thesis addressed the dynamics, control strategies, and grasping techniques for space robots with 

flexible components. First, a comprehensive dynamic model for the space robots considering components 

flexibilities is derived using a virtual joint model. This study proves that both free-flying robots with flexible 

appendages and tether-based mobile robots can be controlled on the basis of the comprehensive model. In 

addition, an underactuated hand that performs caging grasp was designed and developed for secure 

grasping of free-flying objects. The control methods and the robotic hand developed in this study reduce the 

end-point position errors due to the components flexibility, and enhance robustness for grasping free-flying 

objects. 
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